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Abstract

The D� experiment calculates its luminosity using the visible cross

section (luminositymonitor constant) �L� for its Level � trigger based

on the world average pp inelastic cross sections at
p
s = 1:8 TeV. For

the 1992-1993 Tevatron Run (1A), the luminosity monitor constant

was determined to be �L� = 46:7�2:5mb. For the 1994-1996Tevatron

Run (1B/1C), the luminosity monitor constant changed slightly with

an upgrade to the electronics in the Level � trigger. The luminosity

monitor constant becomes on average �L� = 44:53� 2:37 mb for Run

1B/1C. In addition, small corrections for halo and multiple single

di�raction are included in integrated luminosity determinations.

1 Introduction

The D� luminosity monitor constant, �L�, is a measure of the visible inelastic

cross section of the D� detector [1]. A previous determination of �L� was

made for the 1992-1993 Tevatron run and details are found elsewhere [2].

Due to a change in the electronics for the L� trigger [3] at the beginning

of the 1994-1996 Tevatron run, the hardware e�ciency for the L� trigger

has been redetermined. The acceptances for the L� trigger and the world

average cross sections for total, elastic, and single di�ractive collisions [4] are

unchanged as summarized in Appendix A.

The calculation of �L� is given by Equation 1.

�L� = �L�(�SD�SD + �DD�DD + �HC�HC) (1)
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where �SD = single di�ractive acceptance in the L� array, �SD = world aver-

age single di�ractive cross section and �DD, �DD, �HC, �HC are similar terms

for double di�ractive and hard core inelastic collisions. These acceptances

are determined by treating the L� hardware as 100% e�cient. A determi-

nation of the L� hardware e�ciency factor �L� is made using D� zerobias

data. This paper addresses the change in �L� due to a change in the L�

hardware e�ciency factor �L� and the addition of two corrections to the �L�
calculation, the halo (fhalo) and multiple single di�raction (fMSD) correction

factors.

During the 1994-1996 run, several unbiased data samples were collected

by the D� detector over a wide range of luminosities. These samples were

used to determine the L� e�ciency over the full luminosity range. In addi-

tion, due to peak luminosities of over 20:0� 1030cm�2s�1, correction factors

for beam halo and multiple single di�ractive e�ects have been included.

2 The Level � Trigger

The L� hardware trigger is a fast triggering system for the D� detector.

Details of the L� detector and its electronics are available in the L� trig-

ger reference [3]. The L� trigger indicates which beam crossings, occurring

every 3:5�s, contain non-di�ractive inelastic collisions and monitors the in-

stantaneous luminosity. The L� detector is comprised of two hodoscope

scintillator arrays located on the inside faces of the D� detector's two end

calorimeters, 140 cm from the center of the detector and perpendicular to

the beam direction. Each array partially covers a region in pseudorapidity

of 1:9 < j�j < 4:3, with nearly complete coverage over 2:2 < j�j < 3:9.

The north array covers the negative � region and the south array covers the

positive � region. Analog sums are formed using the signals from the pho-

tomultipier tubes connected to the 20 L� counters closest to the beampipe

for each of the north and south L� arrays. These two analog sums pass

through constant fraction discriminators and feed into the FASTZ electron-

ics module. The module uses the di�erence in arrival times of the two sums

to calculate a collision vertex position along the beam direction (z). \Good"

FASTZ triggers have a jzj < 96 cm, where z = 0 is located at the center

of the D� detector. The FASTZ trigger counts beam crossings with inelas-

tic collisions, thus determining the luminosity at D�. In addition, the L�
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trigger provides measurements of beam halo and can be used to calculate

beam crossing angles [5]. It also serves as a minimum bias trigger for physics

analyses.

The discriminator outputs of the two analog sum signals also feed into

Flash ADCs from which the individual arrival times can be obtained with an

accuracy of approximately 1 nsec. A comparison between the FASTZ module

and a calculation made using the FADC times is available for diagnostic

purposes. The FADC times can also determine if there were hits in both L�

counters in time with the beam crossing; the FASTZ module only provides

a time di�erence and not two absolute times. Additional processing of the

L� arrays' individual channels provides a measurement of the interaction

z-position for use in later trigger decisions (SLOWZ) and ags the presence

of multiple interactions.

The electronics pathways for the PMT signals before the analog sums were

altered for the 1994-1996 Tevatron run to improve the FASTZ z resolution.

This improvement in the z resolution by a factor of 2.5 also decreased the

e�ciency of the FASTZ Level � trigger. This note contains the results of

the study to calculate �L� for the 1994-1996 Tevatron run.

3 Instantaneous Luminosity based on L�

Scaler Rates

Consider the average number of interactions per beam crossing �n,

�n = L�� (2)

or, rewritten

L = �n=�� (3)

where � = 3:5�s is the time interval between crossings, � is the visible

cross section and L is the instantaneous luminosity. The probability of n

interactions in one crossing, Pn, follows Poisson statistics and is given by,

Pn =
�n

n!
e�� (4)

where � is just �n, the mean number of interactions per beam crossing.
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At D� we measure RL�, the rate of good FASTZ L� triggers. RL� does

not count individual interactions in a beam crossing but counts only once

for each crossing with one or more interactions. Using the time between

crossings, � , the fraction of crossings with one or more interactions is given

by

RL�� = 1 �P0 (5)

where P0 = e��n is the fraction of crossings with no interactions. Substituting

into Eqn. 3,

L =
�ln(1�RL�� )

�L��
(6)

where �L� is the luminosity monitor constant at D�. This calculation takes

into account the multiple interactions that can occur within each beam cross-

ing. Because the bunches in the machine were not all identical, the luminosity

was measured separately for each of the six bunches in the Tevatron and the

results summed. The calculation for each bunch is identical except with a �

value six times greater.

4 The L� Trigger E�ciency

The L� trigger hardware e�ciency factor, �L�, is de�ned as the e�ciency

with which the L� trigger �res on a single, inelastic interaction. This ef-

�ciency should then be luminosity independent. The L� trigger e�ciency

factor was determined by using samples of D� data collected while triggering

on random beam crossings (zero bias). These unbiased data samples are col-

lected by triggering the D� data acquisition system [1] solely on the crossing

time of the pp beams at the D� collision region rather than on the detected

presence of an interaction.

We measure the L� pedestals using zero bias data events with no L�

hits coincident with a beam crossing. The distributions of charge from the

analog sums are shown in Figures 1(a) and 2(a) revealing the locations of

the pedestal peaks for the two arrays. The double peaked nature of the

pedestal is a result of electronics noise. A cross-check on pedestal shape was

provided by looking at the charge sum when no central tracking vertex was

found. Compare Figures 1 and 2. Although the pedestal selection used for

this study involves Level � itself, a comparison of the histograms indicates
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Figure 1: Comparison of the pedestal distribution of the analog charge sum

from the L� north array using (a) the standard cut on L� pulse times and

using (b) the no central tracking vertex found requirement for zero bias data

taken at 7:5 � 1030cm�2s�1 instantaneous luminosity. (c) and (d) are the

same as (a) and (b), respectively, but with a magni�ed vertical scale.

no di�erence in shape. The plots with no central tracking vertex found show

a long tail above the peak resulting from crossings in which an insu�cient

number of tracks was found in the central tracking region (j�j < 3:3). Note

that the Level � coverage extends well forward of central tracking so it is

more sensitive to interactions with exclusively forward particles.

Figure 3 shows the charge distribution for the north (south) L� array

when an in-time hit is seen in the south (north) array. Figure 4 displays

only the threshold region, with most of the events overowing the plot. To

eliminate events due to satellite-satellite collisions and beam halo, we require

either a good FASTZ and in-time hits on both ends or a bad FASTZ and no
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Figure 2: Comparison of the pedestal distribution of the analog charge sum

from the L� south array using (a,c) the standard cut on L� pulse times and

using (b,d) the no central tracking vertex found requirement for zero bias

data taken at 7:5 � 1030cm�2s�1 instantaneous luminosity.
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Figure 3: The full spectrum of the analog charge sum from the L� north

array in linear and log scale for zero bias samples taken at (a,b) 0.07, (c,d)

7.5, and (e,f) 20:0 � 1030cm�2s�1 instantaneous luminosities. Note that the

highest bin with data contains all of the overow charge sums.

hits within 100 ns of being in-time. This requirement also excludes events

with jzj > 96 cm; an ine�ciency common to both the luminosity counting

and physics triggers, thus having no e�ect on cross section measurements.

Figure 4 shows a pedestal peak due to crossings where no particles hit the

L� array on top of a smooth charge distribution from events where both

arrays are hit. The charge distributions for events with a good FASTZ are

indicated by the hatched region, events with a good SLOWZ shown by the

shaded region.

To estimate the L� e�ciency, we subtract the pedestal peak of Fig. 1(a)

from Fig. 4(a), with a normalization determined using the central bins in the

pedestal peak. The major uncertainty in this subtraction is the determination
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Figure 4: The analog charge sum from the L� north and south arrays showing

all events with hits on the opposite array indicating those events with a good

FASTZ (hatched) and good SLOWZ (shaded) for a zero bias sample taken

at 7:5� 1030cm�2s�1 instantaneous luminosity.
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of the number of events that have a particle hitting the L� array with a

charge in the normalization region. We assume the charge distribution for

these events is 50% of the magnitude obtained by averaging the bins just

above the pedestal peak bins and assign a 100% error to the magnitude

obtained, i.e. 50%�50%. After subtracting the pedestal peak, the fraction

of events that have a good FASTZ determines the e�ciency for the north

and south arrays. The �nal L� e�ciency is obtained by taking the product

of the e�ciencies of the north and south arrays. Poisson statistics are used

to correct for the e�ects of multiple interactions as discussed in Sec 3. The

results are shown in Fig. 5 and exhibit a residual luminosity dependence. The

data are �tted to a line and the result is �L� = 0:897+0:00124 L where L has

units of 1030cm�2s�1. The �tted slope is used in the determination of the

instantaneous luminosity. The complete 1994-1996 instantaneous luminosity

distribution (Fig. 6) was used to compute the luminosity-weighted average

�L� = 0:907 � 0:017.

The 1994-1996 �L� is less than the 1992-1993 value because a necessary

electronics upgrade resulted in a slight reduction of the FASTZ signal ampli-

tude relative to the discriminator threshold. Figure 7 shows the analog charge

sum for the north array for the zero bias sample taken at 7:5� 1030cm�2s�1

instantaneous luminosity. The solid line is all of the data and the shaded

region is the good FASTZ events. The dotted and dashed lines indicate the

crossings that �red the SLOWZ with only one counter hit on the north side.

Dotted failed FASTZ and the dashed passed good FASTZ. The large num-

ber of crossings in the dotted distribution indicate that many L� counters

hit with a single MIP do not have a large enough signal to pass the FASTZ

discriminator threshold despite �ring for SLOWZ. This was a smaller prob-

lem during the 1992-1993 Tevatron run before the electronics path upgrade.

Figure 8 shows a comparison of data from the two running periods. The

histograms show the distribution of the north array charge when at least one

hit was seen in the south array. Again, the good FASTZ events are shaded.

The events in which exactly one north array channel �red forming a valid

SLOWZ event are shown in two distributions. These single channel events

are divided into two groups, those passing FASTZ (dashed line) and those

failing FASTZ (dotted line). Figure 8(b) clearly shows a larger number of

failures than Fig. 8(a) at the single counter level. Very few crossings with

more than one counter hit failed FASTZ for either Tevatron run.
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Figure 5: �L� for each zero bias sample versus instantaneous luminosity. A

line �t to the data shows a luminosity dependent bias where �L� = 0:897 +

0:00124 L.
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Figure 6: Distribution of the integrated luminosity per instantaneous lumi-

nosity bin for the 1994-1996 Tevatron run.
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Figure 7: Comparison of the analog charge sum from the L� north array

for all events (solid line), good FASTZ events (shaded), single channel bad

FASTZ events (dotted line), and single channel good FASTZ events (dashed

line) in a zero bias sample taken at 7:5 � 1030cm�2s�1 instantaneous lumi-

nosity.
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Figure 8: Comparison of the analog charge sum from the L� north array

for all events (solid line), good FASTZ events (shaded), single channel bad

FASTZ events (dotted), and single channel good FASTZ events (dashed line)

in zero bias samples taken during (a) the 1992-1993 run at 5:0�1030cm�2s�1

and during (b) the 1994-1996 run at 7:5� 1030cm�2s�1 instantaneous lumi-

nosity.
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5 Correction for Multiple Single Di�ractive

Interactions

The Level � acceptance for single di�ractive interactions is determined by

the fraction of single di�ractive interactions which are capable of having

charged particles hit both arrays. The acceptance is low because di�rac-

tion products are infrequently emitted in the direction opposite to that of

the initial beam particle. Thus, most single di�ractive interactions would

be one-sided, sending particles through one end array but not the other. In

higher luminosity environments, it is possible to have multiple interactions

with su�cient frequency that the rate of multiple single di�ractive events

is non-negligible. If the di�raction occurs in opposite directions for the two

or more simultaneous interactions, then the acceptance becomes closer to

the double di�ractive acceptance value. Multiple one-sided single di�ractive

interactions in a crossing are not included in the overall acceptance calcula-

tion of Eqn. 1. A luminosity-dependent correction factor is required because

these crossings can �re Level � but are not considered in the acceptance cal-

culation. Figure 9 shows the average correction factor versus instantaneous

luminosity and Fig. 10 shows the average luminosity-weighted correction for

all data recorded below the corresponding instantaneous luminosity.

6 Correction for Beam Halo

Beam halo is a second e�ect that becomes signi�cant at the higher luminosi-

ties achieved in the 1994-1996 Tevatron run. Halo can veto a beam crossing

thereby arti�cially lowering the luminosity. Although the accelerator ran at

typically less than 1% halo (proton and anti-proton combined) during this

period, the e�ect at the higher luminosities was signi�cant. Since the L�

FASTZ was an integral part of physics triggers, no correction is needed for

the linear portion of the halo term since a halo veto also vetoes the physics

trigger. The halo factor remedies the error due to the e�ect of the multi-

ple interaction correction portion of the halo term. The Level � SLOWZ

calculation was almost completely una�ected by halo and served as a rea-

sonable baseline when determining the correction factor needed to remove

the halo e�ect. Figure 11 shows the average halo correction factor versus

instantaneous luminosity. Figure 12 shows the running halo correction for
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Figure 9: The average multiple single di�ractive correction for the full range

of instantaneous luminosities.
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Figure 10: The running average multiple single di�ractive correction at each

instantaneous luminosity.
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Figure 11: The beam halo correction for the full range of instantaneous

luminosities.

the integrated luminosity calculation for all data up to a given instantaneous

luminosity.

The halo and multiple single di�raction correction factors are roughly

equal and opposite at most luminosities. Figure 13 shows the average com-

bined correction factor for all data recorded below the corresponding instan-

taneous luminosity. At higher luminosities, the halo correction begins to

dominate. A running correction is shown in Fig. 14 and the overall shift in

integrated luminosity for the entire dataset is � 0:03%. Although this overall

correction seems small, the correction for datasets obtained at predominately

lower luminosities is larger.
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Figure 12: The running beam halo correction at each instantaneous luminos-

ity.
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Figure 13: The combined halo and multiple single di�ractive corrections for

the full range of instantaneous luminosities.
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Figure 14: The running combined halo and multiple single di�ractive cor-

rections at each instantaneous luminosity. Note that the largest correction

is for the full data set below � 7:0 � 1030cm�2s�1 instantaneous luminosity

inclusive.
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7 Determination of the Luminosity Monitor

Constant

The calculation of �L� requires the values in Appendix A.

�L� = �L�fhalofMSD(�SD�SD + �DD�DD + �HC�HC) (7)

where �L�, fhalo, and fMSD are functions of instantaneous luminosity. The

results of the calculation expressed in Eqn. 7 are shown in Table 1 where the

luminosity-weighted �L� and the full run's halo and MSD correction factors

have been used.

Mean Error

(�SD�SD+�DD�DD+�HC�HC) 49.11 mb 2.45 mb

�L� 0.907 0.017

fhalo � fMSD 0.99975 0.0020

�L� 44.53 mb 2.37 mb

Table 1: Results of the calculation of the luminosity-weighted average �L�
for the 1994-1996 Tevatron run.

8 Conclusions

For the 1994-1996 Fermilab collider run, the observable cross section for the

L� counters, �L�=44.53 � 2.37mb was calculated using the world average

for the total, elastic, and single di�ractive cross sections, the earlier L� ac-

ceptances, and the more accurate determinations of the L� trigger e�ciency

factor. The e�ective �L� has a small residual luminosity dependence. This

e�ect is included in integrated luminosity calculations along with corrections

for multiple single di�ractive interactions and beam halo e�ects. The ad-

ditional corrections combined are less than 1% for almost all instantaneous

luminosities, the running combined correction is less than 0.2% for any in-

stantaneous luminosity on average. The e�ect for an individual Tevatron

store can be much larger.
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A L� Acceptances and World Average Cross

Sections at 1.8 TeV

The following tables contain results previously used in Ref. [2].

Inelastic Process Mean (%) Stat Error (%) Sys Error (%)

SD Acceptance (�SD) 15.1 0.8 5.4

DD Acceptance (�DD) 71.6 1.1 3.1

HC Acceptance (�HC) 97.1 0.5 1.9

Table 2: Results of the Monte Carlo L� acceptances.

Mean Error

Inelastic Cross Section (�Inelastic) 58.94 mb 2.19 mb

SD Cross Section (�SD) 9.54 mb 0.43 mb

DD Cross Section (�DD) 1.15 mb 0.17 mb

HC Cross Section (�HC) 48.25 mb 2.23 mb

Table 3: Cross Sections used in the �L� calculation.

Mean Error

�SD�SD 1.44 mb 0.53 mb

�DD�DD 0.82 mb 0.094 mb

�HC�HC 46.85 mb 2.39 mb

(�SD�SD+�DD�DD+�HC�HC) 49.11 mb 2.45 mb

�L� 0.95 0.02

�L� 46.7 mb 2.5 mb

Table 4: Results of the calculation of �L� for the 1992-1993 Tevatron run.
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